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Abstract. Lane estimation is a key issue in the context of automated driving. Since roads are
built for visual perception, camera-based approaches (e.g., detected road markings) are a
common choice. However, different approaches using other sources (e.g., lidar, radar, digital
maps, etc.) are possible and needed in situations with unclear or missing lane markings. Due to
various road types (e.g., rural, highway, etc.) and environmental conditions, the sources’
reliabilities change. Therefore, no single source can continuously outperform the others. Hence,
an appropriate combination of different sources is crucial to obtain correct road estimations
under various conditions. In this work, an information fusion concept incorporating reliability for
lane detection is indroduced. Using different sensor types, several independent lane hypotheses
are exploited. Following, we propose methods for evaluating their reliability, which can be applied
to different information sources. Several classification models on recorded sensor data are
trained, and the past performance reliability for each source is predicted. These reliabilities are
then used to select the group of the most reliable hypotheses. The evaluation on real world data
shows that this approach leads to a significant increase in performance compared to a simple
average fusion of all sources.
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